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Abstract
Anthropomimetic animation departs from conventional human animation in that it strives for realism
by taking advantage of increasingly accurate simulation of the anatomical structures of the human
body, not just the bones, joints, and muscles, but also the human sensory organs and, of course, the
brain. In this context, I will present a strongly biomimetic framework for automatic human
sensorimotor control. It features a biomechanically simulated human musculoskeletal model
actuated by numerous muscles, with functional eyes whose retinas have many nonuniformly
distributed photoreceptors. Our virtual human's sensorimotor control system, which comprises a
neuromuscular motor subsystem driven by a visual sensory subsystem, includes two dozen (deep)
neural networks. By synthesizing its own training data, our virtual human automatically learns
efficient, online, active visuomotor control of its eyes, head, torso, and limbs in order to perform a
variety of nontrivial sensorimotor tasks.
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